
Lesson Plan
Name: Ashlee Samuel Unit/Topic: Science Week of: Mar. 21-Mar. 25,2022

Monday: 03/21/22 Tuesday: 03/22/22 Wednesday: 03/23/22 Thursday:03/24/22 Friday:03/25/22
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energy in a
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a food chain
a�ect the
ecosystem
such as
removal of
frogs from a
pond or bees
from a field
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Objective(s):

• Define and explain the
food chain

Explore different types
of food chains

Learn, Grow, Eat, &
GO! (LGEG)

Mrs. Pearson
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• Explain that ecosystems
are fragile and that
environmental changes
can negatively impact
living things.

• Explain that natural
events such as fire,
erosion, drought, flood,
disease, and organisms
can affect habitats and
living things.

• Explain that sometimes
these events are caused
by people.

• Explain that people can
also cause pollution of air,
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• Explain what people can
do to conserve habitats
and help plants and
animals survive.
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Learning Activity: Fusion Book Fusion Book Fusion Book Fusion Book

Key Vocabulary:
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Independent
Practice:

Pg 448, 459, 460 Food Chain
Wrksheet
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Lesson Closure: Sum it Up Sum it Up Sum it Up Sum It Up



Assessment-Formati
ve, Summative/Exit
Ticket:

Essential
Question
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Key Questions for This Week:
What is a Food Web?

How can we protect our Ecosystem?

What is a Food Chain?

How do environmental changes a�ect living things?


